
Maths

Visit Twinkle for Superhero maths activities

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/fantasy/superheroes/superheroes-numeracy

SUPERHERO BOARD GAME

Make your own superhero maths board game with challenge cards and superhero playing

pieces.

Write questions on the board or add stars to represent challenge cards.

When you land on a star, pick up a challenge card to solve.

The cards could include, adding, subtracting, partitioning 2-digit numbers, multiplying, dividing.

Make some easier and harder



Make your own superhero Bingo game. using numbers up to 5.

Make a carpark for your

superheroes. Can they match the

numbers correctly?

Play superhero games at Marvel Headquarters

https://www.marvelhq.com/games

Create a shape matching game.

Can they name the shape?

Say how many sides it has?



PIE FACE BINGO

Make a bingo board with a range of numbers

suitable for your child. Make number cards on

pieces of paper. Take turns selecting a number from the

pile. Get a pie in the face if your number

is picked. Or the winner can decide who to pie.

SUPERHERO ADDITION & SUBTRACTION

Make a big number line by writing numbers on paper and placing

them on the floor. Practice superhero addition and subtraction by

flying forwards or back to the next number on the number line.

Play with your top trump cards



Roll a superhero

Roll a die and draw part of a

superhero - who can make a whole

one first?

SUPERHERO DASH

Use a timer (stopwatch or sand timer) to time how long each superhero can complete

a challenge. For example, tidy a room, make the bed, find matching sock pairs, write their

name, write numbers to....

NUMBER PAIR SPLAT

write 2 sets of numbers (0 to10) separately on pieces of paper. Hide them around the house

or place them upside down on the floor. Dressed as superheroes, race to find the number

pair before the others. The superhero that makes a number pair first gets to choose who

gets splatted!?


